Bryant Brings A Tradition Of Comfort To Your Home.

When you choose Bryant, you’re choosing nearly one hundred years of solid home comfort experience. We’ve been offering homeowners the best value for their home comfort dollar since 1904. Combining the skilled craftsmanship of our heritage with the reliable components of today, Bryant is proud to continue delivering top-quality, energy-efficient home comfort products to families like yours.

From our design engineers to your local Bryant dealer, the Bryant team is dedicated to your comfort. Offering a complete line of furnaces, air conditioners, heat pumps, humidifiers, air cleaners, ventilators, zoning, controls and indoor coils, your trusted Bryant dealer can design, install and maintain your system so it operates at peak performance for money-saving efficiency and quiet, soothing comfort throughout every season. Ask your trusted Bryant dealer to help you create a system that offers affordable, worry-free comfort year after year.

Guaranteed Durability For Long-Lasting Comfort.

Central Air Conditioner and Gas Furnace System
Bryant takes pride in offering the best home comfort equipment available. In fact, we offer a five-year limited warranty on the outdoor coil as well as a five-year limited warranty on the compressor. The entire unit is covered by a one-year limited warranty, ask your trusted Bryant dealer about extended warranties.

Bryant’s COASTGUARD™ Can Weather The Elements.

Since the early 1900s Bryant has been designing and manufacturing reliable, energy-efficient home comfort products you can count on. Our long history of delivering affordable, durable products makes us one of the most reliable names in the heating and cooling industry.

The enhanced design of our CoastGuard units ensure that homeowners everywhere can count on Bryant for worry-free comfort they can trust. Ask your local Bryant dealer to show you how to optimize your home comfort investment with the guaranteed durability of a Bryant CoastGuard air conditioner or heat pump.

Rugged Designs For Reliable Comfort.

When the salt air, sand, and other corrosion-causing elements start affecting your comfort, turn to the most reliable name in the home comfort industry: Bryant. Designed to withstand tough, corrosive environmental conditions, Bryant’s CoastGuard units will help you extend the life of your home comfort system. That’s why Bryant’s CoastGuard models are the perfect choice for homeowners living in coastal areas.

After more than twenty years of research studying the effects of coastal conditions, Bryant has found the very best combination of components to improve the performance of indoor comfort equipment under highly corrosive conditions. Our CoastGuard units are the result of these efforts, providing tough, affordable units that homeowners can count on for years to come.

Money-Saving Efficiency.

CoastGuard air conditioners and heat pumps deliver the dependable comfort and money-saving efficiency that homeowners expect from Bryant. The unique, Aerocoustic™ design of these units enables them to provide enhanced airflow for more efficient operation. In fact, both the air conditioner and heat pump offer the same high efficiency performance. During the winter months, the heat pump continues to deliver efficient comfort. And, the compressor in each model has built-in protection for long-term reliability and money-saving comfort you can count on.

Tough Components For Coastal Conditions.

1. **ADVANCED PROTECTION**
   Bryant’s TuffCoat™ helps prevent corrosion at the outdoor coil. The specially formulated epoxy is bonded to the coil surface to protect the coil from the destructive galvanic corrosion that is common in coastal areas.

2. **LONG-LASTING PERFORMANCE**
   Is ensured by Bryant’s DuraGuard™ protection. The outdoor coil is protected from hail, high winds, debris and lawn equipment.

3. **IMPROVED COASTAL DURABILITY**
   Is provided by Bryant's advanced coil design. The increased thickness of the coil and the TuffCoat protection help prevent corrosion.

4. **EXTRA RELIABILITY**
   Is provided by the protective top cap. This unique design feature prevents damaging salt spray from getting into the outdoor fan motor and motor mounts.

5. **ADDITIONAL CORROSION-RESISTANCE**
   Is delivered by the coil isolator padding. This feature isolates the coil from the base and top to prevent internal damage during shipment and handling.

Proven Durability For Comfort That Lasts.

Proven to last up to three times longer than standard air conditioners and heat pumps, Bryant’s CoastGuard units are built for long-lasting comfort. From the first phases of development to the finished product, Bryant’s extensive testing ensures that each CoastGuard unit meets our strict requirements for performance and durability. Quite simply, our name has lasted because we build products that last.

Bryant offers a complete line of thermostats that improve the energy efficiency and reliability of your indoor comfort system. Ask your trusted Bryant dealer how to improve the comfort of your heating and cooling system with our easy-to-use thermostats.
WARRANTY

Bryant takes pride in offering the best home comfort equipment available. In fact, we offer a five-year limited warranty on the outdoor coil as well as a five-year limited warranty on the compressor. The entire unit is covered by a one-year limited warranty. Ask your trusted Bryant dealer about extended warranties.

Since the early 1900s Bryant has been designing and manufacturing reliable, energy-efficient home comfort products you can count on. Our long history of delivering affordable, durable products makes us one of the most reliable names in the heating and cooling industry.

The enhanced design of our CoastGuard units ensure that homeowners everywhere can count on Bryant for worry-free comfort they can trust. Ask your local Bryant dealer to show you how to optimize your home comfort investment with the guaranteed durability of a Bryant CoastGuard air conditioner or heat pump.

Rugged Designs For Reliable Comfort.

When the salt air, sand, and other corrosion-causing elements start affecting your comfort, turn to the most reliable name in the home comfort industry: Bryant. Designed to withstand tough, corrosive environmental conditions, Bryant's CoastGuard units will help you extend the life of your home comfort system. That's why Bryant's CoastGuard models are the perfect choice for homeowners living in coastal areas.

After more than twenty years of research studying the effects of coastal conditions, Bryant has found the very best combination of components to improve the performance of indoor comfort equipment under highly corrosive conditions. Our CoastGuard units are the result of these efforts, providing tough, affordable units that homeowners can count on for years to come.

Money-Saving Efficiency.

CoastGuard air conditioners and heat pumps deliver the dependable comfort and money-saving efficiency that homeowners expect from Bryant. The unique, Aerocoustic™ design of these units enables them to provide enhanced airflow for more efficient operation. In fact, both the air conditioner and heat pump offer the same high efficiency performance. During the winter months, the heat pump continues to deliver efficient comfort. And, the compressor in each model has built-in protection for long-term reliability and money-saving comfort you can count on.

Tough Components For Coastal Conditions.

1 ADVANCED PROTECTION
Bryant's TuFFCoat™ helps prevent corrosion at the outdoor coil. The specially formulated epoxy is bonded to the coil surface to protect the coil from the destructive galvanic corrosion that is common in coastal areas.

2 LONG-LASTING PERFORMANCE
Is ensured by Bryant's DuraGuard™ protection. The outdoor coil is protected from hail, high winds, debris and lawn equipment.

3 IMPROVED COASTAL DURABILITY
Is provided by Bryant's advanced coil design. The increased thickness of the coil and the TuFFCoat protection help prevent corrosion.

4 EXTRA RELIABILITY
Is provided by the protective top cap. This unique design feature prevents damaging salt spray from getting into the outdoor fan motor and motor mounts.

5 ADDITIONAL CORROSION-RESISTANCE
Is delivered by the coil isolator padding. This feature isolates the coil from the base and top to prevent internal damage during shipment and handling.

PROVEN DURABILITY FOR COMFORT THAT Lasts.

Proven to last up to three times longer than standard air conditioners and heat pumps, Bryant's CoastGuard units are built for long-lasting comfort. From the first phases of development to the finished product, Bryant's extensive testing ensures that each CoastGuard unit meets our strict requirements for performance and durability. Quite simply, our name has lasted because we build products that last.
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